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TAXON 45 - MAY 1996 

On a new BioCode, harmony, and expediency 

Werner Greuter1 

The discussion paper on "harmonized bionomenclature" by Orchard & al. (1996) 
expresses genuine concern, and intends to make others share this concern. It asks 
some basic questions that must indeed be answered before we may proceed: Do we 
know what we are embarking on? what may we be losing? what is there to be gained? 

It is true that only a small number of people have so far been involved in the 
bionomenclature initiative. At an early stage of brainstorming and drafting, this 
limitation is normal and unavoidable. The time has now come to widen the debate. 
The IUBS International Commission on Bionomenclature has just released for publi- 
cation a revised version of the Draft BioCode (Greuter & al., 1996). A public debate 
will take place in Budapest during the next International Congress of Systematic and 
Evolutionary Biology (ICSEB V) in August this year. It is important that those who 
are concerned but unable to attend may also have their say. 

What are we embarking on? 

Orchard and his co-authors have seen an earlier draft version of the BioCode, 
which was circulated in June 1995 within the General Committee on Botanical 
Nomenclature and subsequently within the Permanent Committees on Special 
Groups. Whether they have also seen the introductory remarks that went with that 
draft (now recast as Greuter & Nicolson, 1996) is unclear, and is unlikely in view of 
some of their comments. Some clarifications are therefore necessary. 

Firstly, the Special Committee on Harmonization of the Codes, as Hawksworth 
(1995: 450) explicitly states, "is not addressing the issue of a future unified Code". 
The BioCode initiative comes from ICSEB III and IV, and is promoted by the 
International Union of Biological Sciences (IUBS), the ultimate if usually remote 
authority over botanical and zoological (but not bacteriological) nomenclature. 

Secondly, no one proposes that the present Codes be abolished and replaced by the 
BioCode. The laws of nomenclature in botany and zoology have kept separate and 
have been moving apart for so long that merging them retroactively would result in 
complete chaos. What is up for discussion is a dual system, with the old Codes 
governing names published up to a given date, and a unified BioCode legislating on 
new names to be created thereafter. 

The idea that a separate past of biological nomenclatures need not prevent a 
common future was timidly advanced at a 1994 exploratory meeting in Egham. At 
the next Egham meeting, May 1995, John McNeill and I spent a few late evenings to 
test whether such a scheme was at all feasible. Rather to our surprise we found that it 
was. At the end of the week, a first BioCode draft had been prepared that was agreed 
by all present as a working document and basis for further discussion. 

Thirdly, when evaluating the impact of any of the proposed changes, one should 
bear in mind that not all are essential elements of a BioCode. Many are the result of a 
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trade-off with other Codes, the zoological one in particular, in which it was attempted 
to keep the best of each set of rules in a balanced way. Other suggestions foreshadow 
what are, hopefully, improvements that might also be valuable as amendments to our 
current Code. Unlike Orchard & al., I do not believe that adopting a revised set of 
nomenclatural terms is a "substantial" change except perhaps for nomenclatural 
freaks. The terms "valid" and "available", which have different meanings in botany 
and zoology, are a real nuisance, and getting rid of them will be a relief. As a 
co-editor of Taxon, I have often frowned at the frequent present misuse, even by 
nomenclaturally trained plant taxonomists, of "valid name" in the sense of a correct 
name, or "valid taxon" for a distinct taxon. The new terms were found so useful by, 
among others, the horticultural botanists that they immediately adopted them in the 
recent new edition of their own Code (Trehane & al., 1995). 

What may we be losing? 
In a recent Committee circular, a reputable botanical nomenclaturalist has referred 

to the BioCode draft as "the biggest threat to stability of ... botanical nomenclature, 
this century at least". This is a fantastic statement. As it stands at present, the 
BioCode can at most marginally affect the nomenclatural status of existing names. 

As previously stated, the BioCode is essentially designed to cover future names, 
leaving those of the past under the familiar custody of the botanical Code. There are 
two exceptions to this general rule: BioCode provisions on the form and spelling of 
names would be retroactive (to ensure uniformity in this field irrespective of the date 
of names), and so would be the rules on choice between competing names (which 
may sometimes come from both sides of the fence). 

No unification of the spelling rules for "plants" and "animals" is presently envis- 
aged, so that no unfamiliar changes are to be feared in this respect. In fact, it may be 
quite useful to know from the termination that, e.g., Papilionaceae means a family of 
plants but Papilionidae, of animals (butterflies). The only real change would affect 
epithets in the names of subgenera, which would be required to have the same form 
as generic names. By consequence, subgeneric names with plural adjectives as 
epithets would lose their status; but since, even now, they are discouraged (Rec. 
21 B. 1) their loss may actually be a good thing. 

An important change would concern the principle of priority, no longer to be 
mandatory at ranks below subspecies, or between subgenus and species. Some may 
wince at the thought of such a "loss", but others will see it as a relief. Names at these 
ranks are notoriously unstable, due to the absence of indexes and difficulties of 
typification, and their nomenclature poses problems that are disproportionate to their 
significance. Release of these name categories from the rules of mandatory priority 
will likely prove beneficial in terms of labour economy and nomenclatural stability. 

All other proposed changes concern names and nomenclatural practices of the 
future. Knowing the strength of habit, one can predict that they will first be fought, 
perhaps vehemently, then grudgingly accepted, and ultimately cherished. 

I personally hope that partnership with botanists may save zoologists from sacri- 
ficing the gender of generic names and the inflexion of Latin epithets on the altar of 
barbarism and ignorance, and I believe that with the assistance of Romance language 
biologists, and by preparing lists of generic names giving standard gender and of 
epithets with their correct inflections, there is a real chance to avert that danger. 
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There is, then, the highly emotional question of requiring Latin descriptions or 
diagnoses. Many will recall that the Paladins of Latin, including myself, have fought 
and gloriously won fierce battles at the last two Congresses. But we must realize that 
we are fighting uphill against time. What sense does it make to require Latin if its 
knowledge is dying out? Why should we force our students to resort to the services 
of the increasingly few who know, when it will not teach them Latin anyway? And 
why should we expose ourselves to descriptions in bad Latin when we could have 
good (or at least better) English ones? The risk of cursory validation of names will be 
minimized by the registration requirement. So personally I am now ready to accept 
English as a vehicular language in nomenclature, especially if in the bargain we can 
help zoologists to get rid of future descriptions in, e.g., Tatar, Sanskrit and Swahili. 

What are the potential gains? 

A crucial question indeed! Unless there are substantial benefits to be gained, why 
should we take the trouble of changing our habits, if nothing worse? Orchard & al. 
discuss inter-Code homonymy and ambiregnal organisms and, for the most part 
correctly, offer less dramatic solutions to these problems. But in fact, the main 
benefits are elsewhere. I will name them in two words: expediency and continuity. 

"Most of our botanical taxonomic colleagues are satisfied with the way the present 
Botanical Code works in the vast majority of cases" say Orchard & al. Why, then, were 
321 proposals to amend the Code submitted to the Tokyo Congress, and another 336, six 
years before, to the Berlin Congress? Reality is different: there may be a small number of 
nomenclaturally experienced botanists who fully understand the Code (knowing as they 
think its many pitfalls and inadequacies, yet discovering a few more at each turn), but a 
vast majority of plant taxonomists feel discouraged at its complexity. At the Tokyo 
Congress there were merely 95 enrolled members in attendance at the Nomenclature 
Section, of whom 53 never spoke up. Nomenclaturalists tend to think of themselves as an 
elite, but an elite caste, history shows, is frail and easily swept away once others depend- 
ing on its performance start resenting. Our "profession" is extinction-prone. 

The most obvious quality of the Draft BioCode is simplicity. When one might have 
expected that an intricate imbroglio would result from combining diverse bodies of 
law, in actual fact there are 41 Articles on 24 pages. Add space for Examples and 
Recommendations (now omitted) and you end up with perhaps forty pages. The 
proposed rules, freed of the problems of 18th and 19th century names, are slim, simple 
and to the point. Their application is easy. There will be little scope for modifying 
them, so one may expect them to be far more stable than our present Codes. 

But what, will one ask, with the old Codes governing the old names? This is where 
the adopted lists of protected names come in, to gradually relieve the old Codes of 
their duties until they are ripe for pensioning. It is not quite accurate to say, with 
Orchard & al., that the BioCode "relies heavily on the acceptance of Lists of Pro- 
tected Names". Such lists, while indeed embodied in the Draft BioCode, are in no 
way necessary for its functioning: they concern the old names and the old Codes 
alone. They are, however, essential for the long-term usefulness of the new concept. 

Expediency indeed: a major argument nowadays, and not always one for the 
worse. Think of Hawksworth's (1992) estimate of 52 full-time taxonomists' jobs for 
sheer nomenclatural routine, in the United Kingdom alone: how can we hope to make 
taxonomic work attractive for funding agencies when we waste so much time and 
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money on sheer technicalities? Hawksworth's lucid paper on ways towards a more 
effective nomenclature for the future was written more than two years before the 
BioCode began to take shape. It should easily win for the new concept those with a 
feeling for the habits of business and administration, not just pure workbench science. 

How dare I mention continuity among the BioCode's main merits when it is 
resented by some as a kind of revolutionary cataclysm? when Orchard & al., with all 
due caution, accuse the BioCode promoters of provoking a nomenclatural schism? To 
me the answer is obvious. 

There are two main ways to cause disruption: by rushing ahead and by lagging 
behind. Embarking now on the BioCode discussion is just the middle gear that is 
adequate. Refusing that discussion on principle means fatally dragging our feet. 
IUBS has for some time been aware of a lack of response to new challenges from the 
nomenclatural side. They know that they have ultimate responsibility for biological 
nomenclature (except for bacteria). They were kind enough, when taking the initia- 
tive, to invite the traditional nomenclatural bodies to join the move. If we fail, other 
bodies may take over that have less kindly feelings toward traditions in the biological 
sciences: perhaps CODATA, an inter-Union commission of the International Council 
of Scientific Unions (ICSU; non-governmental), or the International Standards Or- 
ganization (ISO; governmental), both concerned with setting standards in nomencla- 
ture and terminology. This would then no doubt lead to a nomenclatural schism of a 
kind few of us would appreciate. 

Look at it, and give it a try 
There is no room for the disharmony in nomenclature that Orchard & al. fear and 

predict. They are voicing their concern for the best of motives, but are no doubt 
prepared to give themselves and others the chance to reconsider their opinion in the 
light of new arguments. So are, as a matter of course, the authors and advocates of 
the draft BioCode. If these two points of view, here published side by side, can 
prevent emotional reactions and instead encourage dispassionate consideration of the 
pros and cons, they have fulfilled their role. 

If, as I hope, I have convinced some of the need to seek new solutions for 
biological nomenclature, I also hope that I have induced no one to swallow uncriti- 
cally what is being proposed. What is now needed is a fully informed discussion, 
involving as many as possible - not least from the zoological side. 
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